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Predictive Pixie I: Assignments 
 

 
Note: For all assignments, use the 2019 ephemeris on astro.com. 
 
Class 1: Aspects 
 
Assignments:  

1) Find all major transit aspects being made by transit Jupiter, Saturn, 
Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto to your natal chart for 4 weeks. List the 
dates they are exact and in orb (use a 2 degree orb). Note the 
impact the aspects had on you. 

2) Find all major transit aspects being made by transit Sun, Mercury, 
Venus, and Mars for 1 week. List the dates they are exact and in 
orb (use a 2 degree orb). Note the impact the aspects had on you. 

 
 

 
Class 2: New & Full Moons/Eclipses 
 
Assignments: 

1) There were 2 eclipses in July 2019. List the dates both eclipses 
were/are triggered by the transit planets for all of 2019. 

2) Pick one New or Full Moon in August or September 2019. List the 
aspects it makes to your natal chart and the dates these aspects 
are exact. Note the impact the aspects had on you. 

 
   

https://www.astro.com/swisseph/ae/2000/ae_2019d.pdf
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Class 3: Retrogrades 
 
Assignments: 

1) There will be a Mercury retrograde October 31st - November 20th 
in Scorpio. List the dates of the shadow and storm periods for that 
retrograde. 

2) Mercury was retrograde in July 2019 in Cancer and Leo. List the 
house(s) the retrograde occurred in your natal chart and aspects 
that retrograde made to your natal chart. List the dates those 
aspects were exact. Note the impact the retrograde had on you. 

 
 

 
If you opt for a partner, you can practice these assignments with one 
another before submitting your work to me. 
 

 
 
For the New and Full Moons/Eclipses assignments, here is a list for 
reference (times are eastern): 
 
Solar Eclipse - July 2nd - 3:16PM - 10 degrees 37 minutes Cancer 
Lunar Eclipse - July 16th - 5:38PM - 24 degrees 4 minutes Capricorn 
New Moon - July 31st - 11:11PM - 8 degrees 36 minutes Leo 
Full Moon - August 15th - 8:29AM - 22 degrees 24 minutes Aquarius 
New Moon - August 30th - 6:37AM - 6 degrees 46 minutes Virgo 
Full Moon - September 14th - 12:33AM - 21 degrees 5 minutes Pisces 
New Moon - September 28th - 2:27PM - 5 degrees 20 minutes Libra 
Full Moon - October 13th - 5:08PM - 20 degrees 13 minutes Aries 
New Moon - October 27th - 11:38PM - 4 degrees 25 minutes Scorpio   
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To submit your assignments: 
 
You may write out your assignments and include in the body of an 
email, or attach as a PDF file or Word file, or send a link to a Google Doc. 
Attach a jpg or png image of your natal chart from astro.com, or include 
the image in your file (if you send a file).  
 
Email assignments to contact@thedarkpixieastrology.com.  
 
You must submit all assignments by September 30th 2019. 
 
There are 6 assignments total. You may submit your assignments one at 
a time or all at once. I will review all assignments and respond to 
everyone who submitted by October 15th. 
 
If you submit all assignments and to my satisfaction, you will get a 
certificate of completion and a badge.   

mailto:contact@thedarkpixieastrology.com
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Formatting for submission: 
 
For the Class 1 Aspects assignments, submit as follows: 
 
Aspect: 
Date of exact: 
Dates of 2 degree orb period: 
What the natal position rules: 
Impact: 
 
So for an example: 
 
Aspect: Transit Jupiter square natal Sun 
Date of exact: August 30th 
Dates of 2 degrees orb period: June 30th - September 22nd 
What the natal position rules: Sun rules the self; rules 10th house in the 
natal chart, ruling career, goals, ambitions, elders; located in the natal 
2nd house, ruling money, values, confidence, security 
Impact: Difficulty with getting things moving. Lacking motivation or 
drive, especially with work and responsibilities. Overly indulgent. 
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For the second assignment in Class 2, submit as follows: 
 
New or Full Moon and date: 
Aspects to the natal chart and dates they’re exact: 
Impact and explanation: 
 
So for an example: 
 
New or Full Moon and date: New Moon - August 30th 
 
Aspects to the natal chart and dates they’re exact:  

- Sextile natal Moon, exact August 26th 
- Square natal Venus, exact September 2nd 

 
Impact and explanation: Sextile to natal Moon, spent extra time with 
family (Moon) and felt optimistic (rules 9th house); square to natal 
Venus, had trouble with someone (Venus) but mostly kept it to myself 
(rules 12th house) 
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For the second assignment for Class 3, submit as follows: 
 
House(s) impacted (and date changed houses if did): 
What the house(s) rules: 
Aspects the retrograde made to the natal chart and dates they were 
exact: 
Impact and explanation: 
 
So for an example: 
 
House(s) impacted: Started in 8th house, conjuncted 8th house cusp 
July 22nd, ended in 7th house 
 
What the house(s) rules: 8th house rules other people’s money (taxes, 
debts, loans inheritances, joint finances, anything financial impacting 
others), shared resources, transformations, what we hold deep within, is 
a little dark and emotional; 7th house rules the people in your life, your 
relationships, and balance 
 
Aspects the retrograde made to the natal chart and dates they were 
exact: 

- Square natal Pluto July 10th 
- Sextile natal Sun July 18th 
- Trine natal Saturn July 28th 

 
Impact:  

- 7th and 8th house impact: extra focus on others, having to pay for 
something for someone else, and thinking about financial security 
for myself and others 

- Square natal Pluto: fighting for control over a situation; Pluto rules 
the 1st house of the self so also fell ill 

- Sextile natal Sun: got some attention from others; Sun rules the 
10th house of career so was for work that was done 
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- Trine natal Saturn: helped stabilize energy in the difficult dealings 
with others and financially; Saturn rules the 3rd house of the mind, 
so helped improve outlook 

 


